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SCIENTISTS AS AN INVENTOR

• Patenting defines a scientist as an inventor
• As a currency or visiting card, patents add credibility to
scientist as an inventor
• Patenting provides an inventor opportunities to translate
science into useful products or processes
• Patenting has created incredible wealth to scientists – notable
inventors in academia (C. Djerrasi, Bruce Merrifield, Boyer,
G.W. Whitesides, Langer, H.C.Brown , J.P.Kennedy )
• The quantity and quality of patents define the “Innovation
quotent” of an individual, organization or even a nation

OBJECTIVE OF A PATENT
• Provide incentive to inventor to disclose his/her findings for the
long term benefit of society rather than an attempt to profit from
the invention in secret
• A patent is a legal covenant between the “state” and the
“inventor”
• The patent gives the owner only a “right to exclude others from
practicing the invention”, not a right to “practice the invention”.
Freedom to practice is not implied in grant of a patent
• The framing of US Patent Laws in 1870 was a landmark event,
providing extraordinary stimuli to science and technology and
heralding the “industrial revolution” and the epoch making
discoveries of the twentieth century

EARLY PATENT SYSTEMS

• First patent (20 year) granted to Galileo by the Doge of Venice
on a “Lift irrigation mechanism for raising water to fields”
• Enshrined in the U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 8 (July 4,
1776) and converted to an Act of US Congress in 1790
• The first US Patent, July 31, 1790 to Samuel Hopkins on an
“Improved method for making potash from wood ashes for use
in soad making”, signed by George Washington, Edmund
Randolph and Thomas Jefferson

WHY WERE PATENTS CREATED?

• Patents are an instrument to project intellectual property
• Origin of patents shares an interesting history with the origins
of chemistry
• The early Alchemists were driven by a desire to convert base
metals to gold! However, everyone kept their “knowledge”
secret
• Isaac Newton was the most prolific Alchemist; His prodigous
efforts (never successful) made him experiment with chemical
substances and conversions. However, almost all his
laboratory records were never made public or published
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WHY WERE PATENTS CREATED?

• However, Isaac Newton kept meticulous notes in his own
handwriting. Much of this were made public several years after
his death, exposing the ingenuity of Newton
• Efforts of Alchemists were always held confidential. So while
Physics and Mathematics progressed, chemistry was perceived
as a mysterious, secretive science till Michael Faraday dispelled
this notion

Lesson : Undue secrecy and confidentiality hinders the
progress of science. Public disclosure serves
the cause of progress of science

HISTORY OF INDIAN PATENT REGULATIONS
(SOURCE : PATENT OFFICE, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA)

Year

History of Indian Patent Regulations

1856

The Act VI of 1856 protecting inventions. Framework
used the British Patent Law of 1852

1859

Modified Act XV

1872

The Patents and Designs Protection Act

1883

The Protection of Inventions Act

1888

The Inventions and Design Act

1911

The Indian Patents and Design Act

1972

The Patents Act (Act 39 of 1970)

1972

The Patent Rules of 1972

1999

The Patents (Amendment) Act of 1999

2002

The Patents (Amendment) Act of 2002

INDIAN PATENT LAWS AND ITS IMPACT ON
GROWTH OF PHARMA INDUSTRY
Indian Patent Act 1911

Modeled after US and UK Patent
Laws; Indian Patent Office
established

Indian Patent Act 1970

Abolished “product” patents in
health and food sector. Process
patents valid for seven years. Legal
right and freedom to manufacture
and market within India any drug
available internationally ; Domestic
pharma industry flourishes through
“reverse engineering”

Indian Patent Act 2005

India harmonizes its laws with that
of the world; WTO- TRIPS compliant;
Domestic drug industry ramps up
discovery research and “noninfringing” routes to generics

INVENTION AND INNOVATION
• An Invention is an idea that can solve a practical problem in
a new way, while innovation is the action needed to put it
into practice
• The greater the scientific knowledge of the inventor, the
greater is his or her range of potential inventions
• Innovation may take place centuries after the invention
because the knowledge was not in the right place, the
materials and processes were lacking or because there was
no big reward
• Predicting the future of invention/innovation is important,
bit it is rarely correct

PATENTS AS TOOLS FOR INNOVATION
MANAGEMENT
• Create wealth out of intellectual property
• Create value to customer
– Create patent estates
• Provide secure technology transfer
– Minimize probability of infringement
– Open global markets
• Competitive assessment

S.S. BHATNAGAR, FRS : SETTING THE EXAMPLE
• One of the doyens of Indian science and technology and
founder of CSIR
• Recognized for his fundamental scientific contributions to the
physical chemistry of emulsions, colloid chemistry and
magnetochemistry (1924-1940)
• Elected Fellow of the Royal Society at the age of 49 (1943)
• An inventor extraordinary
•Built a magnetic balance which was marketed by M/s. Adam
Hilger & Co., London (1928)
•Congealing of drilling mud by saline water – a problem faced
by M/s. Steel Brothers & Co., London. Bhatnagar understood
this as the flocculating action on colloids by electrolytes and
solved the problem by addition of an Indian gum
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S.S. BHATNAGAR, FRS : SETTING THE EXAMPLE

• Pleased with the solution, M/s. Steel Brothers made an
endowment of Rs. 1,50,000/- to Dr. Bhatnagar, to set up a
Department of Petroleum Research at the Punjab University,
Lahore
• The department undertook research on increasing flame height of
kerosene, de-odorization of waxes and utilization of byproducts
from mineral oil industry
• The first collaborative research with industry for a period of ten
years!
• Bhatnagar refused personal monetary benefit
Lesson : There is no disconnect between excellence
in science and application of science. They are, but,
two sides of the same coin
Lesson : Innovative solutions to practical problems
requires deep understanding of the underlying science.

S.S. BHATNAGAR, FRS :
THE FIRST INVENTOR IN CSIR

EARLY LESSONS IN PATENTS :
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON (1972-73)

• A course (1 semester) on “Patenting for chemists” by Professor
J.P. Kennedy (JPK)
• Professor Kennedy came to academia after a distinguished
industrial career of over 20 years at Exxon Research and
Engineering
• JPK (80 years) obtained his 100th US Patent in 2009

Lesson : Excellence in science and applications are
not mutually exclusive

Mere exploration without exploitation of
knowledge is sterile. In an environment
where research is predominantly publicly
funded, this situation leads to loss of
credibility amongst stakeholders

THE POWER OF A COMPELLING VISION

• Dr. R.A. Mashelkar, Director, NCL articulates a vision – “patent,
publish and flourish” (1990)
• NCL takes the lead, US Patent 5, 266, 659 filed 5 May 1992,
granted 30 November 1993
• Dr. Mashelkar, takes this initiative across CSIR as a DG, CSIR
(1995-2000), making CSIR a leading generator of IP amongst
institutions / industries in India

Lesson : Articulating a vision is the true mark of a
leader; vision works magic

EARLY YEARS AT NCL : THRILL OF PATENTING
(1989-1994)
• To obtain a US Patent was an event of life time
• Celebrated by the laboratory, a new respectability amongst
peers
• Freedom decide whether patent or not; no structured
processes, no one to ask questions! No one to stand in
judgement!
• Read all prior art patents; wrote every line and struggled with
framing the claims; argued with the patent examiner – each one
a new experience
• To invent was considered worthwhile

Lesson : You learn best when there are no teachers
or structures

EARLY YEARS AT NCL : THE THRILL OF PATENTING
The Beginning

Over twenty five US patents in the broad
area of polycondensation chemistry
Over 10 million dollars of income
through patent licensing fee, royalties,
research and consulting fee to NCL

This patent led to over
ten years of very
productive and
exciting research in the
area of polycarbonates,
resulting in several
PhD thesis,
publications and
industrial partnership
with GE plastics. This
also established the
principle of “organic
catalysis” for polymer
synthesis

EARLY YEARS AT NCL : THE THRILL OF PATENTING

The first Composition of Matter
Patent from NCL

Macromolecules,24(6), 1697
(1991)

EARLY YEARS AT NCL : THE THRILL OF PATENTING

Genesis of CSIR ‘s IP Policy 1996

Published in Macromolecules,
26, 1186 (1993)

“ The history of CSIR’s recent patent
successes has origins in the patent filed on
May 5, 1992 by S.Sivaram et al of National
Chemical Laboratory , Pune (US Pat
5,266,659 dated 30 November 1993) with
the assignee as CSIR. This was followed by
what was to be a milestone in Indian
patenting history , when GE showed
immense interest in the work pertaining to
the NCL patent ”
Current Science, 85, p.571, 10 September 2003

Power of Exemplary Claim : The case of Solid State
Polymerization of Polycarbonates
PCT WO 9007 536 , July 12 , 1990 to Asahi Chemicals

Lesson :
Understand the
power/drafting of
exemplary claims;
Well drafted
exemplary claims
give you the
power to effectively
exclude others

METAL CATALYZED OLEFIN POLYMERIZATION

G.Natta
JACS 77, 1708, 1955
( March 20, 1955 )
DE 973626
Nov 18, 1953

ZIEGLER-NATTA CATALYSTS AND POLYMERIZATION:
THE BIRTH OF A SCIENCE
Process for preparing high molecular
weight polyethylene,
Ger Pat 973, 626, 1960 dated November 18, 1953
to K. Ziegler, H. Breil, E. Holzkamp and H. Martin
• Exemplary claim
A method for preparing high molecular weight polyethylene
using aluminum alkyls as catalysts, characterized by bringing together
ethylene at pressures >10 atm and temperatures above 50oC with
mixtures of aluminum trialkyls and compound of the metals of Group IVa
to VIa of the periodic table with the atomic numbers 22 to 74

• Land mark experiment carried out on October 26, 1953, in the Max
Planck Institute fur Kohlen forschung in Mulheim an der Ruhr
• A patent was issued to Natta et al ( US Pat 3, 112, 200 on June 8,
1954 ) for the preparation of isotactic polypropylene

“I set out to follow a broad course of study in
which my only guide was , initially, just the desire
to do something which gave me pleasure. The
course threw up many interesting conclusions ,
many of them of highly practical value, and one of
them led ultimately to a method of making
polyethylene “
Karl Ziegler
Nobel Address

CREATING VALUE TO CUSTOMER THROUGH
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
• GE - NCL Research Alliance established in 1995
• Ten year alliance, multi project and guaranteed annual
funding
• Global teams (R&D, technology, marketing, production)
focussed on challenging new product/process platforms
• Value of relationship judged based on creation of patents
estate
Strategy:
Offensive patenting strategy to create high barriers for
competition to practice technology

PROVIDE SECURE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
ROUTES
• NCL develops a new process for a branching agent for high
performance polymers (polyesters, polycarbonates,
epoxies etc.) in 1996
• Process patented in India, US, Europe and Japan (five
patents)
• The product is a single source item, manufactured by
Celanese in US and protected by valid patents in force

Strategy:
To create alternative lower cost vendors based on
proprietary process not infringing on Celanese patents

Example: THPE, GE Plastics/ Excel

THPE: 1,1,1-tris-(4-hydroxyphenyl) ethane

THPE is used as a branching agent in
polycarbonates. The branching agents employed
are tri-functional or higher molecules which can
incorporate within a linear aromatic carbonate
polymer chain and have a functional group left for
further reaction which provides the branched
molecule. Various branching agents have been
utilized in polycarbonate to prepare a branched
polycarbonate. One of them is compound 1,1,1tris-(4-hydroxyphenyl)ethane. The utilities for
these branched polycarbonates include film,
fibers, sheets, tubes, rods and in particular blow
molding applications such as bottles and various
containers.

RC-39-010807

NCL developed a non-infringing,
patented process for making
THPE. NCL also developed a
toll manufacturer for THPE in
India for GE Plastics. Till then,
THPE was produced by a single
manufacturer in the world who
could charge monopolistic
prices.

NCL Confidential

PROVIDE SECURE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
ROUTES
• Process piloted at NCL in 1997. Basic engineering package
developed
• An Indian company chosen for technology transfer;
process demonstrated in 1998
• Patents and process licensed to the Indian Company in
1998
– NCL/CSIR provides limited indemnity to the Indian
company against infringement.
• Indian company begins trial production in 1999 large users
in US sampled for product acceptability ;commercial
negotiations with customers concluded
• Indian company secures firm purchase contracts for
commercial sale of product from 2 US Companies

PROVIDE SECURE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
ROUTES
• WHAT DID WE ACHIEVE?
– Wealth and job creation in India
– Globally competitive technology, both in terms of
patents/cost
– Breaking the monopoly status of a supplier
– Confidence in creating world class technology and
products from India for global markets

PATENTS AS A SOURCE OF INFORMATION FOR
COMPETITIVE ASSESSMENTS/INTELLIGENCE
• Patents are a valuable source of information to track
technology trends
• Science as evidenced in patents is often never published;
even when published it is after a long gap
• Systematic “patent watch” can lead to valuable insights
into competitive strengths of companies
– Intensity of R&D in a given area
– “Peaks” and “troughs” corresponding to waxing and
waning of technology interests
– Identification of ‘hot’ areas of research
– Identification of “Invention and Innovation gaps”
– Identification of new science leading to technology

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FROM RESEARCH
LABORATORY TO COMMERCIAL PRACTISE LEADS
TO...

• Creation of wealth
• Creation of jobs
• New solutions to society’s problems

CREATING WEALTH OUT OF INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
• Curiosity driven research initiated in 1989 in the area of
high performance materials
• Research performed by Ph.D students
• Research aimed at new processes to make
poly(carbonate)s and poly(ester - carbonate)s without
phosgene and at substantially lower temperatures, than
hitherto practised
• Research resulted in three Ph.D thesis, eight US patents
and several publications
• Negotiations with GE Plastics initiated in 1993 for sale of
patents on “as is where is” basis; negotiations concluded
in 1995 with GE Plastics licensing all the NCL - CSIR
patents
• Ratio of value earned to research cost ~ 100
First example of licensing from CSIR

INTEGRATING PATENT LITERATURE IN SCIENCE
EDUCATION
• Patents are a valuable source of useful information
• Reading, understanding and extracting the information from a
patent is an art which can be learnt only by practice
• Seek to find what is not said in a patent, rather than what is said
• One needs comfort with words like, “comprising”, “comprising
of” and “consisting essentially of”
• Reading and writing patents is a useful adjunct to the training
of a scientist
• Over two third of my Ph.D. students have authored patents;
patent summary often part of introductory chapter
Lesson : Integrate patent literature into the literature
of science; Encourage patent citations in thesis;
Encourage students to write patents

Traditional image
Solitary scientist
withdrawn from the
world, working in
isolation within the
confines of his
laboratory

SCIENTISTS SOLO OR CONCERTED
AH Cottrell The Listener 1960 Sept 13 411

• The scientist however remote he may seem is bound closely
to the scientific life around him. He cannot work in a vacuum.
He both takes and gives in the scientific currency of his time.
• Keeping in touch is the thing, and that means meeting as
many people working in the field
• This is because science is at heart a progressive evolutionary
subject.
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WHY SHOULD SCIENTISTS IN PUBLICLY
FUNDED INSTITUTIONS BE INTERESTED IN
TRANSLATING SCIENCE INTO PRODUCTS AND
SERVICES
Institutional compulsions and demands
Challenge of bringing good science to the market
Creating wealth for the society and to themselves
Altruism or doing good for the society which nurtured
them; desire to act as agents of change in society
• Self actualization and growth motivation (highest in the
hierarchy of human needs according to Abraham Maslow)
•
•
•
•

At the end of the day, every scientist has this
yearning for having been useful

REWARD OF SCIENCE

• Robert Merton: Priorities in scientific discovery: American
Sociological Review (1957)
• Eponymy
• Prizes

Prizes and Attribution?
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